
 
 
 
 

Your Money – Why and How We Invest the Way We Do 
 

Part 1 – Introduction 
 
Turn on CNBC. Open the business section of the Wall Street Journal.  Access investment information 
from almost any source these days.  You do that, and you’re thrust into a narrow corner of the 
investment world, with primary emphasis on current issues.  
 
You’ll hear about the latest hot company.  You’ll learn about its immediate challenges or triumphs.  Or 
someone will focus on the NASDAQ composite index (or another index) and its performance today, this 
month, or possibly this year.  
 
A diet of that kind of news is a bit like living on appetizers. They’ll whet your appetite and prepare you 
for dinner, but if dinner never comes, you won’t be filled up.  Appetizers turn out to be an un(ful)filling 
distraction, and you don’t enjoy the satisfaction of a complete meal. 

 
In our opinion, what’s lacking in much of the 
investment information the public sees is enough 
attention to broader issues and longer time horizons. 
You get the appetizers, but you don’t get “real meat.” 
 
While we do provide quarterly performance reports, 
our focus is longer term. We work with clients to 
develop retirement plans designed for decades. Our 
goal has been and continues to be that of assisting 
clients to meet their financial goals, sustain the lifestyle 
they desire into and throughout retirement, while 
avoiding unhappy surprises along the way. 
 
Through this six-part series of weekly briefs, we will 
share information about our investment philosophy—
why and how we invest the way we do. We cover this 

material when clients first engage us, but we’ve found it’s helpful to go back over basic concepts 
periodically.  
 
In the following segments of this series, we’ll explain our approach by looking at each of five distinct 
investment asset classes: US stocks, bonds, foreign (developed economy) stocks, emerging market 
stocks, and alternative investments.  
 
 
 
 



 
For this introductory piece, we want to address three basic concepts that underpin our investment 
approach:  
 

1. the role of your portfolio in wealth management; 
2. why we invest in different asset classes; 
3. and why we primarily use actively-managed mutual funds and  

make tactical investment changes rather than using passive index funds and a buy-and-hold 
approach. 

 
Pull up your chair and let’s get started. 
 
 
Your portfolio 
 
Would we offend you or put you off if we told you we’re more interested in you than in your portfolio?  
 
It’s not that we don’t take seriously the management of the assets entrusted to us by our clients—we 
do. But we view our wealth management client portfolios as a means to an end, not as an end in itself.  
 
What does that imply?  Your portfolio, in our view, should help you achieve your goals. And those goals 
are the things you appreciate, enjoy, or love: 
 

 a standard of living that meets your basic needs;  
 additional “wants” such as travel and hobbies or making charitable gifts—things that make life 

interesting and meaningful;  
 “wishes” such as helping to educate your children or grandchildren, or leaving behind a legacy. 
 

At the same time, we recognize that most of our brain is not well wired for investing. We get scared 
when the financial news is negative.  We get giddy and sometimes greedy when the markets only seem 
to be going up. We extrapolate from the recent past. We feel losses twice as intensely as we enjoy 
gains. We’re inherently wired to fight or flee, and history reveals that such instincts don’t serve investors 
well over the long-term. 
 
Our job, then, is to construct a portfolio for you that will grow over time to help you preserve 
purchasing power and meet your financial goals, while at the same time not subjecting you to sleepless 
nights and worry about eating cans of Alpo dog food at 80. This task starts when you first become a 
client, and lasts as long as you or your descendants remain part of the Investec family. 
 
Investing in different asset classes 
 
We’ve previously touted the benefits of diversification. Some say diversification is about as close as you 
can get to a free lunch in investing. It helps buffer your portfolio from the inevitable declines in different 
markets. Others have said diversification means you’ll always hate part of your portfolio. But it increases 
the likelihood that you’ll capture some of the upside as economic cycles move through the diverse 
investment universe. Diversification expands our investment horizon. To continue the food analogy, you 
get the riches of a varied diet rather than multiple servings of the same old comfort food your mother 
cooked decades ago. 
 

http://www.investecwealth.com/blog/diversification-or-di-worse-ification


You may have seen what is sometimes referred to as the “investment quilt” (see last page). It shows how 
asset classes can go through ups and downs in unpredictable fashion. A particular asset class—
emerging market stock funds, for example—can have a great year, with outstanding returns, and suffer 
in the following year. (That’s been the case, incidentally, for emerging markets stocks in 2017 and 2018.) 
The quilt illustrates the benefits of investing in an array of asset classes. Carl Richards, a favorite 
financial writer and sketch guy, expressed the value of diversification in the following sketch. 
 
 
Active & Tactical vs. Passive & Buy and Hold 
 
The managers of “actively-managed” mutual funds engage in selection of the stocks or bonds in which 
they invest. “Passive” investments, generally funds which seek to replicate the returns of a particular 
index, are typically comprised of all the investments 
in the index they follow. 
 
Our choice to use actively-managed funds is 
predicated on a belief that with comprehensive 
research, we can find investment managers who can 
achieve better performance than their benchmarks 
over a full investment cycle. We have no incentive to 
use actively-managed funds rather than passive 
funds other than our expectation that the former will 
provide better long-term performance after-fees that 
will accrue to the benefit of our clients. 
 
Investors who buy and hold investments for 
extended periods forgo what occasionally occurs:  
 

1) Particular asset classes can be overlooked or 
shunned to the point that they’re under-valued, which means we should buy them because 
they’re “on sale.” 

2) Prices of other asset classes can be bid up beyond their fundamental value, in which case we 
should sell them or at least limit our ownership of them because they’re more costly than they’re 
worth and better returns can be obtained from other asset classes. 
 

This phenomenon, finding assets “on sale” or 
“over-priced,” leads us to make tactical decisions in 
managing client portfolios. We will at times depart 
from the strategic allocation percentage we 
believe a particular investment strategy should 
hold, and increase or decrease the percentage of a 
particular asset class because we believe to do so 
will enhance returns. The following chart illustrates 
our active, tactical investment philosophy 
compared to a passive, buy & hold approach. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Congratulations if you’ve made it through to here. We’ve tried to be enlightening without resorting to 
too much financial jargon. You may feel as though we’ve dragged you through a menu in a foreign 
language and the translations have been a bit confusing. We hope not. We’ve explained the purpose of 
this series, and some fundamental concepts impacting your portfolio. 
  
In the weeks to come, we’ll examine in more detail the specific asset classes we invest in, explaining in 
more detail why and how we invest your money the way we do. Please let us know if you have 
questions or comments. We appreciate your trust in Investec. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Value of Diversification  


